“Using Vocal Techniques to Enhance All
Aspects of Low Brass Performance”
Friday December 21st 2001, 3pm The Midwest Clinic, An International Band & Orchestra Conference, Chicago

Steven Mead, Clinician
Sponsored by Boosey and Hawkes
Steven Mead workshops give an insight into how this famous international euphonium
soloist approaches his own playing and that of his many students.
He is regarded as the premier euphonium teacher in Europe including schools such as the
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester; The Royal Academy of Music, London; The
Birmingham Conservatoire; The Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama, Glasgow. He
has also given specialist euphonium education courses in Japan, Holland, Belgium, Spain,
Italy, Germany and Austria as well as guest tutoring on prestigious courses such as the
Swiss Brass Week and Lieksa Brass Week (Finland).
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Personal history, mine and yours, early singing experiences, allied to the
performance of singing.
o What were the experiences, good/bad and what about the substance ?
o Was it vocal training, or just singing, trained or untrained ?
o Was there any concept of vocal performance or was it just with others
at school, church, in the bath etc ?
o What was the music: spiritual, descriptive, competition orientated,
recreational, academic etc ?
What elements of our personal history do we remember and are we
aware that it influences our core musicality, ability to phrase, tonal concepts,
natural musical breathing? If we all had some early singing experiences is it
possible to remember them now and re-apply what was part or our
experience to the way we make music/teach music now?
My influences
o
early sounds I heard. S.A. junior choir, junior band, first music
lessons, brass lessons
o feeling for sonority, UK brass bands, soloists, recordings
o singing in public
How brass playing took over from singing for me, and why.
My career, in brief and how the realization that as I developed as a musician
and brass performer, I was regressing in terms of my memory of vocal tuition
and honing what was clearly working to become a detailed method I could
apply to my students and my own playing.
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B. Elements of the method
AIR FLOW
l
from before the beginning of the inhalation to the end of the
respiration the body should feel powerful and relaxed
l
the air passes without any over constraint through into the
mouthpiece
l
the air is supported on its journey through the instrument, like an
extension of ourselves
FREEING the BODY OF TENSION
l
relaxation techniques and breathing exercises all contribute as does
increasing personal self confidence
l
correct straight body posture, with the upper body upright as if
supported like a puppet on strings
l
my eyes theory !! link between the action (or inaction preferably) of
the eyes muscles and the throat
l
extending/heightening the oral cavity- egg shape, vertical
CORRECT BREATHING
l
you have to, as performers or teachers, adopt a method that works
for you and seems to work for your students
l
expand as you breathe, taking the air low, filling the lungs from their
base
l
use the correct muscles to support your ‘air bag’
l
keep upper body relaxed during the breathing process
l
keep the eyes clearly open
l
work at regular ‘open’ breathing exercises, timed, paced and
controlled
ORIGIN of the SOUND
l
the sound for low brass players does not originate from any one
place; throat, lips, lungs, oral cavity, mouthpiece !!
l
the whole middle body ‘creates’ and sustains the sound
l
the rest of the body forms itself around this core tone and captures its
energy and power
l
the conception of timbre and the ability to sustain an even tone
throughout the pitch range starts in the brain, we pre-program
ourselves with tonal excellence (getting this concept appreciated by
the student is normally the hardest skill)
l
importance of guided listening and encouragement of student when
tone improves. Use of sound models, while still allowing for the
student to develop their own personal preferences
MUSCLE USE
l
depending on the age of the student, the teacher will need to
understand what muscles need to ‘move’ and which need to be kept
fixed.
l
‘fix’ the sides of the lips
l
keep the aperture of the lips open in a precise and focused way
l
relax the neck and shoulder muscles
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